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mbstract. The Yule–Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model
YNSN) enhanced for accounting for ink spreading in the different
nk superposition conditions provides accurate spectral predictions,
ut requires one to measure the reflectances of special halftone
alibration patches in order to compute the ink spreading curves
apping nominal ink surface coverage to effective ink surface cov-
rage. Printing special halftone calibration patches within the bor-
ers of the print pages is cumbersome, since these special patches
eed to be cut out before assembling the final printed product. In the
resent contribution, we calibrate the ink spreading curves directly
rom the printed images by fitting them so as to minimize a distance
etric between predicted reflectances and measured reflectances
t selected relatively uniform locations. We compare the prediction
ccuracy of the so-calibrated YNSN model with the prediction accu-
acy of the same model calibrated by the spectral reflectances of
lassical uniform calibration patches. Interestingly, when the model
s calibrated from image tiles originating from the same or from a
imilar color image as the one comprising the test tiles, better pre-
iction results are obtained than when performing a classical cali-
ration on 50% halftone patches printed in all superposition
onditions. © 2009 Society for Imaging Science and Technology.
DOI: 10.2352/J.ImagingSci.Technol.2009.53.3.030502
NTRODUCTION
he goal of a color reproduction system is to be able to
eproduce input colors as accurately as possible. This is not
trivial task since the human visual system is very sensitive
o small color differences. In printing systems, there are
any factors influencing the range of printable colors: the
nks, the substrate (paper, plastic, glass, etc.), the illumina-
ion conditions, and the halftones. Spectral reflection predic-
ion models are helpful in studying the influence of these
actors and in creating printer characterization profiles for
he purpose of color management.1
One of the fundamental aspects that a spectral reflec-
ion prediction model has to consider is how the inks spread
n the paper, a phenomenon also referred to as physical or
echanical dot-gain. With an ink spreading model account-
ng for physical dot-gain, a spectral reflection prediction
odel is able to predict reflectance spectra in function of ink
urface coverages for three or four inks.2–4 In order to pro-
ide accurate predictions, such an ink spreading model must
IS&T Member.
eceived Oct. 11, 2008; accepted for publication Feb. 11, 2009; published
nline Apr. 23, 2009.r062-3701/2009/533/030502/7/$20.00.
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-ake into account not only the interaction between an ink
alftone and paper, but also the interaction between an ink
alftone and the other superposed inks. One proposed so-
ution is to use multiple ink spreading curves, also called
one reproduction curves, to characterize the physical dot-
ain of the ink halftones on paper and in all solid ink su-
erposition conditions.5 For CMYK halftone prints, such an
pproach requires the characterization of 20 ink spreading
urves.6
Ink spreading is computed by taking into account the
espective physical dot-gains of one ink halftone (e.g., at
0% nominal surface coverage) printed in different superpo-
ition conditions, i.e., alone on paper, in superposition with
ne ink, in superposition with two inks, and in superposi-
ion with three inks. Effective dot surface coverages are fitted
eparately for each superposition condition by minimizing a
ifference metric between measured reflection spectrum and
redicted reflection spectrum. This yields, for each superpo-
ition condition, an ink spreading curve mapping nominal
o effective surface coverages.5 For the spectral prediction of
color halftone, nominal surface coverage values are con-
erted into effective coverage values by weighting the contri-
utions of the different ink spreading curves according to
he ratios of the halftone’s colorant surfaces.
Printing special uniform halftone calibration patches on
eparate pages or within the borders of the print pages is
umbersome, because these special patches need to be re-
oved before assembling the final printed product. How-
ver, in present color printing systems, such special calibra-
ion patches are necessary for measuring both the dot-gains
f halftones and the densities of the solid inks. In the present
ontribution, we perform a first step toward the elimination
f special halftone patches by calibrating the ink spreading
urves on color tiles selected from printed color images.
Within the color images to be reproduced, whose nomi-
al cyan, magenta, yellow, and black (cmyk) surface coverage
alues are known from prepress, we first select color tiles as
niform as possible, distributed across the gamut of the im-
ge colors. In a second step, we calibrate simultaneously all
nk spreading curves of halftones printed with cyan, ma-
enta, and yellow (cmy) inks by fitting their effective surface
overages at 50% nominal surface coverage so as to mini-
ize a metric expressing the difference between predictedeflectances and measured reflectances of the selected image
May-Jun. 20091
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Hersch et al.: Deducing ink spreading curves from reflection spectra acquired within printed color images
Jiles. In a third step, we calibrate the ink spreading curves of
he black halftones with reflection spectra from calibration
iles incorporating a minimal amount of black ink.
After calibration of the ink spreading curves, we use the
nk spreading enhanced spectral prediction model to predict
he effective surface coverages (a) of relatively uniform test
iles located within the considered images and (b) of 125
yan, magenta, and yellow, respectively, 625 cyan, magenta,
ellow, and black halftone patches well distributed within the
my, respectively, cmyk color space (Prediction Accuracy sec-
ion). We quantify the accuracy of spectral halftone patch
redictions by converting measured and predicted spectra
rst to CIE-XYZ and then to CIELAB. The distance defined
y the CIELAB E94 color difference formula gives a mea-
ure of the visually perceived distance between measured and
redicted spectra.
HE INK SPREADING ENHANCED YULE–NIELSEN
PECTRAL NEUGEBAUER MODEL (EYNSN)
any different phenomena influence the reflection spec-
rum of a color halftone patch printed on a diffusely reflect-
ng substrate (e.g., paper). These phenomena comprise the
urface (Fresnel) reflection at the interface between the air
nd the paper, light scattering and reflection within the sub-
trate (i.e., the paper bulk), and the internal (Fresnel) reflec-
ions at the interface between the paper and the air.
The lateral scattering of light within the paper substrate
nd the internal reflections at the interface between the pa-
er and the air are responsible for what is generally called
ptical dot-gain, also known as the Yule–Nielsen effect. In
ddition, due to the printing process, deposited ink dot sur-
ace coverages are generally larger than nominal coverages,
ielding the physical dot-gain. Such effective ink dot surface
overages depend on the inks, the paper, and also the spe-
ific ink superposition conditions; i.e., the superposition of
nk halftones and solid inks.
One of the first color prediction models is the
eugebauer model.7 In its original form, it predicts the CIE-
YZ tristimulus values of a color halftone patch as the sum
f the tristimulus values of their individual colorants
eighted by their fractional area coverages ai. By considering
he reflection spectra Ri of colorants instead of their respec-
ive tristimulus values, we obtain the spectral Neugebauer
quations.8 They predict the reflection spectrum of a printed
olor halftone patch as a function of the reflection spectra of
ts individual colorants (also called Neugebauer primaries):
R = 
i
aiRi . 1
ith k inks, there are 2k colorants: white, the k single ink
olorants and all the combinations of superpositions of solid
nks. For example, the red colorant is the superposition of
he magenta and yellow inks. When the ink layers are
rinted independently one from another, the individual
olorant area coverages can be deduced from the ink surface
9overages by the Demichel equations. These equations are r
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-hown in Figure 1 for the case of two inks, but can be easily
xtended to three or four inks.3
Since the Neugebauer model neither takes explicitly into
ccount the lateral propagation of light within the paper
ulk nor the internal reflections (Fresnel reflections) at the
aper-air interface, its predictions are not accurate. Yule and
ielsen10 modeled the nonlinear relationship between the
eflectances of a color halftone, the reflectances of its
olorants and their surface coverages by a power function
hose exponent n can be optimized according to the reflec-
ance of a limited set of color halftone patches. Viggiano11
pplied the Yule–Nielsen relationship to the spectral
eugebauer equations, yielding the Yule–Nielsen modified
pectral Neugebauer model (YNSN):
R = 
i
aiRi1/nn 2
he YNSN model has been used by many researchers for the
haracterization of printing systems.2,3,12–14 It therefore plays
significant role in color management systems. Recently, we
xtended the Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer
odel with an ink spreading model (EYNSN).5 The ink
preading model is used to account for the physical dot-gain
n the different ink dot superposition conditions; i.e., the
act that an ink dot spreads out differently when printed
lone on the paper, or when printed in superposition with
ther ink dots. The resulting effective ink dot surface cover-
ges are usually larger than the intended nominal ink dot
urface coverages.
Spectral predictions using the EYNSN model are per-
ormed according to Figure 2. First, the effective single ink
alftone surface coverages for the contributing superposition
onditions are determined from nominal surface coverages
y using the ink spreading curves fi/jk established during
odel calibration. There is one ink spreading curve for each
nk halftone in each superposition condition; i.e., an ink
alftone superposed with paper only, and superposed with
ne, two, or three given solid inks. The effective surface cov-
rages of the ink dots forming a color halftone are obtained
y a weighted average of the previously established ink
preading curves. From the effective ink dot surface cover-
ges, we compute the effective colorant surface coverage with
he Demichel equations. Finally, from these effective
olorant coverages, the YNSN model computes the predicted
igure 1. Deducing according to the Demichel equations the colorant
urface coverages of white am, cyan only ac, magenta only am, and
lue ab from the ink surface coverages of the cyan c and magenta m
nk dots.eflection spectrum.
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JHE INK SPREADING EQUATIONS
he proposed ink spreading model considers the ink spread-
ng behavior (physical dot-gain) of each ink in each different
nk superposition condition. The amount of ink spreading
epends on whether the ink halftone is printed alone on
aper or in superposition with one or more other inks.
An ink spreading curve maps the nominal surface cov-
rages of an ink into its effective surface coverages; i.e., to
he surface that the ink effectively covers once printed on
aper or superposed with other solid inks. There is one ink
preading curve for each ink halftone in each superposition
ondition. For example, a cyan halftone may be printed (1)
lone, (2) superposed with solid magenta, (3) with solid
ellow, (4) with solid black, (5) with solid magenta and solid
ellow, (6) with solid magenta and solid black, (7) with solid
ellow and solid black, and (8) with solid magenta, yellow,
nd black. There are eight different ink spreading curves for
ach ink, yielding a total of 32 ink spreading curves. How-
ver, since any halftone superposed with solid black yields
olid black, ink spreading curves where one ink halftone is
uperposed with solid black are discarded.6 The remaining
nk spreading curves are listed in Table I.
Note that the ink spreading curves used for calibrating
he spectral prediction model are defined for superposition
onditions composed of solid inks only. There is, for ex-
mple, an ink spreading curve for a cyan halftone over solid
agenta, but no ink spreading curve for a cyan halftone over
Table I. List of the ink spreading curve indicia.
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
m y k k / y
/ m m / c y / c k / c k / cy
/ y m / y y / m k / m k / my
/ my m / cy y / cm k / cm k / cmy
fc(c)
y
fy(y) fm/y(m) fy/c(y) fy/m(y)
c
fy/cm(y)
c' m' y'
aw ' ac ' am ' ay ' ag 'ar ' ak '
Predicted reflection spectrum
m
fm(m)
Spectral prediction (YNSN)
weighting of eff. surface coverage functions
Calculation of effective colorant coverages
Nominal ink coverages
colorant
transmittances
paper reflectance
ab '
Effective ink
coverages
fc/m(c) fc/y(c) fc/my(c)fm/c(m) fm/cy(m)
igure 2. The ink spreading enhanced Yule–Nielsen modified spectral
eugebauer model for three inks with nominal ink surface coverages c,
, and y, effective single ink halftone dot surface coverages fi/jk of ink i
uperposed with solid inks j and k, effective ink surface coverages c, m,
nd y, and effective colorant surface coverages aw , ac to ak.0% magenta.
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-The following notation is used for specifying the ink
preading curves: ink halftone/superposed inks. For example,
c/m refers to the cyan halftone over solid magenta ink
preading curve, fc/my refers to the cyan over solid magenta
nd solid yellow ink spreading curve, and fc refers to the ink
preading curve of a cyan halftone printed alone. An ink
preading curve characterizes how a given ink halftone be-
aves in a given superposition condition, when printing that
alftone at surface coverages varying between 0% and 100%.
With the “classical” calibration relying on specially
rinted calibration patches,5 each ink spreading curve is cali-
rated by fitting effective surface coverages minimizing the
um of square differences between measured spectral reflec-
ance and predicted spectral reflectance of an ink halftone
atch (e.g., the halftone at 50% nominal surface coverage).
he spectral measurements span the visible wavelength
ange 380–730 nm, and in order to avoid the ambiguity
etween chromatic black and pure black15 are extended to
over the near infrared (NIR) wavelength range
730–850 nm. The NIR wavelength range enables distin-
uishing the light absorbing pigment-based black ink and
he cmy inks which are dye-based and do not absorb light in
he NIR wavelength range.
In order to obtain the effective surface coverages of the
nks forming a color halftone, the effective single ink half-
one surface coverages deduced from the ink spreading
urves are weighted according to the surface coverages of the
olorants contributing to that color halftone. In the case of
he three cyan magenta and yellow inks, since there are four
ossible superposition conditions for each ink halftone, the
ffective surface coverage of an ink is the weighted average of
our different ink spreading curves. The relative weights are
iven by the surface coverages of the colorants superposed
ith the considered ink halftone. For example, for a patch
rinted with surface coverages of 0.4 cyan, 0.3 magenta, and
.2 yellow, the superposition dependent colorant surface
overages weighting the ink spreading curves of cyan are
1−0.3 1−0.2=0.56 for unprinted paper,
.3 1−0.2=0.24 for the magenta colorant,
1−0.30.2=0.14 for the yellow colorant, and
.30.2=0.06 for the red colorant (superposition of
agenta and yellow).
Equations (3) weight the ink spreading curves of each
nk halftone according to the corresponding effective surface
overages of the underlying colorants formed by the other
nks. We solve these equations iteratively, starting by assign-
ng first the nominal ink halftone coverages to the effective
nk halftone coverages.6 Four to five iterations ensure suffi-
ient convergence to determine the effective ink halftone
urface coverages.
c = 1 − m1 − yfcc + m1 − yfc/mc
+ 1 − myfc/yc + myfc/myc ,
m = 1 − c1 − yfmm + c1 − yfm/cm+ 1 − cyfm/ym + cyfm/cym ,
May-Jun. 20093
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Hersch et al.: Deducing ink spreading curves from reflection spectra acquired within printed color images
Jy = 1 − c1 − mfyy + c1 − mfy/cy
+ 1 − cmfy/my + cmfy/cmy , 3
 = 1 − c1 − m1 − yfkk + c1 − m1 − yfk/ck
+ 1 − cm1 − yfk/mk + cm1 − yfk/cmk
+ 1 − c1 − myfk/yk + c1 − myfk/cyk
+ 1 − cmyfk/myk + cmyfk/cmyk .
ince a cyan, magenta, or yellow halftone over solid black is
ssumed to yield black, in Eq. (3), the superposition condi-
ions corresponding to an ink halftone over solid black have
een discarded. We have therefore four superposition condi-
ions for the cyan, magenta, and yellow ink halftones and
ight superposition conditions for the black ink halftone.
ELECTING UNIFORM COLOR AREAS WITHIN
OLOR IMAGES FOR CALIBRATION PURPOSES
n a previous work,16 we simplified the calibration process
y avoiding the necessity of performing spectral reflectance
easurements on the calibration patches. We deduced ink
preading curves from scanned RGB images of the calibra-
ion patches. In the present work, we perform the calibration
f the ink spreading curves by acquiring spectra located
ithin printed color images that have been characterized as
eference images. Avoiding special calibration patches sim-
lifies the print workflow. This is especially true for large
rint presses, where printing special patches on the border of
he printed pages requires for their subsequent elimination
ophisticated in-line cutting equipment.
The first step consists in selecting within the color im-
ges present on the printed page color areas as uniform as
ossible. For this purpose, the corresponding prepress mul-
ilevel color images are downsampled to 150 dpi and con-
erted from display RGB to CIELAB (e.g., by assuming that
he display is an sRGB display). Then, each color image is
canned horizontally and vertically, by advancing in 2 mm
ntervals, and by indexing and analyzing the 55 mm2 im-
ge tiles at the corresponding image locations. A
onuniformity criterion is associated with each color image
ile.
As nonuniformity criterion, we rely on the root mean
quare (rms) of the standard deviation of the CIELAB pixel
alues located within the considered image tile:
s = L*2 + a*2 + b*2/3. 4
he larger this rms standard deviation, the larger the
onuniformity of the corresponding tile.
All image tiles are indexed from their smallest to their
argest nonuniformity criterion value. In order to form the
alibration set, we scan the set of tiles, from the most uni-
orm to the least uniform tile and successively select the 50
iles with the smallest nonuniformity values which, with the
xception stated below, are at a distance of at least Eab =6
rom all previously selected calibration set patches. In order d
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-o provide a small amount of redundancy, we allow, within
he select set, subsets of maximal two tiles having between
hem a Eab distance of 2Eab6.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the present ap-
roach, we also create from the indexed image tiles a test set
omprising 30 patches. Members of the test set are also as
niform as possible but must differ from the members of the
alibration set and be apart by at least Eab =6 one from
nother.
The selection of the calibration and test patch set is
erformed within the color fruits or textile images (Supple-
ent A, available on the IS&T website, www.imaging.org).
iles from the same image are used for deducing the ink
preading curves both in the three ink cmy spectral predic-
ion model and in the four ink cmyk spectral prediction
odel. Supplement A shows the two color images and the
ocation of the calibration (blue rectangles) and test (green
ectangles) image tile. Supplement B (available on the IS&T
ebsite, www.imaging.org) shows the corresponding calibra-
ion and test patches, together with their respective rms stan-
ard deviation expressed in CIELAB.
ALIBRATION OF THE INK SPREADING CURVES
ITH SPECTRA MEASURED ON THE
ELECTED IMAGE TILES
xperiments were carried out on a Canon Pixma Pro 9500
rinter, with color images printed on Canon MP-101 matte
aper with classical clustered dot halftoning, at a resolution
f 600 dpi and a screen frequency of 100 lpi. The color im-
ges are halftoned with classical mutually rotated screens
Adobe Photoshop™). The black ink is a pigment based ink
bsorbing in the near infrared wavelength range (cartridge
GI-9MBK). Reflectance spectra were measured with a
atacolor MF-45 spectrophotometer (geometry: 45°d:0°) at
0 nm intervals in the range between 380 nm and 850 nm.
he reflectance spectra of paper and of the solid colorants
all combinations of solid ink superpositions) have been
easured. The n-value of the extended Yule–Nielsen spectral
eugebauer model used in connection with these ink-jet
rints is 8. The present calibration aims at computing the
nk spreading curves in order to calibrate the model as ac-
urately as possible, without printing specially conceived
alftone patches. For cyan, magenta, and yellow inks only,
ccording to Eq. (3), we have 12 ink spreading curves. We
ssociate with each ink spreading curve mapping nominal to
ffective surface coverages in a given superposition condition
dot-gain curve, with the dot-gain being defined as the
ffective surface coverage minus the nominal surface
overage.
Since there is no dot-gain at zero and at 100% ink half-
one surface coverage, we approximate each dot-gain curve
y a parabola starting at point (0,0), going through point
0.5, dgi/jk0.5) and ending at point (1,0), with
gi/jk0.5= fi/jk0.5−0.5.
We fit unknown effective surface coverages fi/jk0.5 at
0% nominal surface coverage yielding the corresponding
ot-gains dgi/jk0.5 by minimizing a distance function be-
May-Jun. 20094
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Jween predicted and measured reflection spectra at the se-
ected color image calibration tile locations. As distance
unction E, we sum up over all selected calibration tiles the
um of squared differences between measured and predicted
ensity spectra components, with the relation between re-
ectance R and density spectrum D given by
=−log10 R. For the three cmy inks, we simulta-
eously fit the effective surface coverages values fc0.5,
c/m0.5, fc/y0.5, fc/my0.5, fm0.5, fm/y0.5, fm/c0.5,
m/cy0.5, fy0.5, fy/c0.5, fy/m0.5, fy/cm0.5) by
inimizing
E = 
calibration
tiles
i


Di,,meas − Di,,predicted2. 5
he fitting procedure uses matlab’s constrained minimization
mincon function, with an initial dot gain of 10% at 50%
ominal surface coverages, a lowest dot-gain limit at −0.05
nd a highest dot-gain limit at +0.15.
Figure 3 shows the dot-gain curves obtained with the
resent calibration procedure using the calibration tiles ei-
her from the fruits image or from the textile image, com-
ared with the dot-gain curves obtained with the “classical”
alibration on specially printed halftone patches.
The dot-gain curves fitted from the textile image tiles
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
C
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
M
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
C/M
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
M/C
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
Y
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
C/Y
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
Y/C
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
M/Y
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
Y/M
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
C/MY
no calibration
classical calibrationcalibration "fruits"
calibration "textile"
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
M/CY
0 0.5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
Y/CM
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
igure 3. The dot-gain curves in the different superposition conditions, for
my prints, a without calibration, preset at 10% dot-gain, b fitted from
he reflectance of nearly uniform color areas located in color image tex-
ile, c fitted from the reflectance of nearly uniform color areas located in
olor image fruits, and d fitted from specially printed halftone patches at
0% nominal surface coverage classical calibration.green dashed lines) behave in most cases similarly to the n
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-ot-gain curves fitted from the fruit image tiles (red con-
inuous lines). However, the dot-gain curves fitted from the
extile or fruit image tiles are considerably different from
hose (blue dashed-dotted lines) obtained by the classical
alibration, i.e., by printing the 50% halftone calibration
atches alone on paper or on top of other solid inks. The
alibration patches selected within the color images are not
epresentative of the full color gamut. Therefore, optimizing
he dot-gain curves for patches representative of a given im-
ge yields different dot-gain curves than the ones optimized
ver colors located at or near the gamut boundaries formed
y the classical calibration set of 50% ink halftones, printed
lone or in superposition with one or more solid inks. The
ot-gain curves deduced by fitting from image tiles do not
ecessarily represent a “real” physical dot-gain, but rather a
compensation” bringing the model predictions closer to the
pectral measurements.
In the case of cmyk prints, we divide the set of calibra-
ion tiles into two subsets, one having less and the second
aving equal or more than 20% surface coverage of the black
nk. The first subset of tiles is used for simultaneously fitting
he effective surface coverage values according to the 12 cmy
uperposition conditions and to deduce the corresponding
nk spreading curves. The second subset of tiles is used to fit
he effective surface coverages of black halftones at 50%
ominal surface coverage in all the eight black halftone su-
erposition conditions and deduce the corresponding ink
preading curves fk, fk/c, fk/m, fk/y, fk/cm, fk/cy, fk/my, fk/cmy.
For patches printed with the four cyan, magenta, yellow,
nd black inks, Figure 4 shows the deduced dot-gain curves
or the cyan, magenta, and yellow halftones in all superpo-
ition conditions as well as the additional dot-gain curves of
he black ink on top of paper and of other inks, obtained
ith the present calibration procedure, compared with the
ot-gain curves obtained with the classical calibration. For
he cyan and magenta ink halftones, the dot-gain curves de-
uced from the fruits image tiles printed with cmyk inks
red continuous lines) are similar to ones deduced from cor-
esponding image tiles printed with cmy inks (green dashed
ines). For the yellow ink halftones, this similarity is less
ronounced, probably due to the fact that the yellow ink
iffuses part of the incident light. As in the case of three
nks, substantial differences appear when comparing the dot-
ain curves deduced from tiles of the fruits image and those
educed from a classical cmyk calibration (blue dashed-
otted lines).6
REDICTION ACCURACY
et us first describe the prediction accuracies for the three
nk cmy prints. We compare the spectral prediction accura-
ies of the ink spreading enhanced YNSN model (a) cali-
rated according to the classical calibration and (b) cali-
rated with spectral measurements of image tiles located
ithin the color images. As a “worst case,” we also consider
he prediction accuracies obtained without calibration; i.e.,
ot-gain curves relying on a physical dot-gain of 0.1 at a
ominal halftone surface coverage of 0.5.
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JWe have several test sets: one test set comprising 30
olor tiles within the fruit image, a second test set with 30
iles within the textile image, a third test set comprising spe-
ially created 125 cmy halftone patches printed at all combi-
ations of nominal surface coverages 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1,
nd a last cmyk test set comprising patches printed at all
ombinations of surface coverages 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.
he same fruits and textile images are printed both with cmy
nks and with cmyk inks, with an undercolor removal per-
ormed in a standard manner by the Photoshop software
ackage. For cmy prints, Table II gives the prediction accu-
acies of the ink spreading enhanced Yule–Nielsen spectral
rediction model, for no calibration, for the classical calibra-
ion, and for a calibration with image tiles extracted from
he textile or from the fruit images present on the printed
age.
Unsurprisingly, the highest prediction accuracy is ob-
ained with calibration tiles originating from the same image
s the test tiles. For the test sets of both images, when a
0
0.1
C
M
0.0 5 1
C/M
M/C
Y
C/Y
Y/C
M/Y
Y/M
C/MY
no calibration
classical calibration
calibration "fruits" 4 inks
calibration "fruits" 3 inks
M/CY
Y/CM
K K/C K/M K/CM
K/Y K/CY K/MY K/CMY
0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
0
0.1
0
0.1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
0
0.1
0
0.1
0
0.1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
0
0.1
0 0
0.10.1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
0
0.1
0 0
0.10.1
0.05
0
0.05
0.1
0
0.1
0 0
0.10.1
0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1
0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1
0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1
0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1 0.0 5 1
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
igure 4. The dot-gain curves in the different superposition conditions, for
myk prints, a set at 10% dot-gain, b fitted from the reflectance of
early uniform color areas located in cmyk color image fruits, c fitted
rom specially printed halftone patches at 50% nominal surface coverage
classical cmyk calibration, and d for comparison purposes, the cmy
ot-gain curves fitted from the reflectance of nearly uniform color areas
ocated within the three ink cmy fruits image.lassical calibration is performed with specially printed 50% a
. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-alftone patches, the average prediction accuracy is signifi-
antly lower than with a calibration relying on image tiles.
owever, the classical calibration yields strongly improved
rediction results on the test set of 125 uniformly distributed
my patches. This may be explained by the fact that the
lassical calibration patches with ink halftones at 50% super-
osed with solid inks are closer to the patches where we
ave all possible combinations of inks at 0%, 25%, 50%,
5%, and 100% surface coverages. On the other side, cali-
rating the spectral prediction models with tiles originating
rom the color images is more representative for predicting
ther tiles from the same or from a similar color image.
Table III gives the prediction accuracies of the ink
preading enhanced YNSN model with tiles from the same
mage locations as in Table II, but printed with cmyk inks, by
erforming under color removal. As an additional test set,
e consider 625 halftones with all possible combinations of
myk inks at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% surface
overages.
Here also, using the calibration tiles from the same im-
ge as the test set yields the best prediction results. With test
iles located within the color images, the classical calibration
ields slightly worse prediction results than with the calibra-
ion with tiles from the same or from another similar image.
owever, in contrast to the three ink cmy prediction model,
n the 125 or 625 set of patches well distributed across the
rinter gamut, the classical calibration does not necessarily
ield better prediction accuracies than the calibration from
mage tiles. This phenomenon deserves a more detailed
able II. In the case of cmy prints, comparison of the prediction accuracies for the
onsidered test sets, when calibrating the ink spreading curves with the classical cali-
ration, or with tiles extracted from color images.
Mean
E94
95%
quantile
E94
Max
E94
est set Textile
o calibration 3.33 5.10 5.29
lassical calibration 1.86 3.18 3.44
alibration set textile 0.92 1.91 2.05
alibration set fruits 1.10 2.49 2.60
est set Fruits
o calibration 3.16 4.49 4.92
lassical calibration 1.49 2.55 2.69
alibration set textile 1.13 2.70 2.89
alibration set fruits 0.92 1.96 2.26
est set 125 patches
o calibration 2.51 4.31 4.48
lassical calibration 1.00 2.62 3.21
alibration set textile 1.67 4.38 4.95
alibration set fruits 1.50 4.05 5.91nalysis.
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JONCLUSIONS
rinting systems capable of recharacterizing and recalibrat-
ng themselves are a major objective for tomorrow’s color
rinting workflows.17 We perform a first step toward that
bjective by deducing ink spreading curves in all superposi-
ion conditions from locations present within the printed
olor images. These ink spreading curves are, besides the
pectra of paper of the printed solid ink superpositions, es-
ential elements for calibrating the ink spreading enhanced
ule–Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model.
Ink spreading curves deduced from image tiles whose
olor pixels vary according to a standard deviation of less
han Lab=5 in CIELAB space provide an excellent calibra-
ion of the model enabling accurately predicting the reflec-
ance spectra of other tiles from the same or from a similar
mage having a standard deviation similar to the one of the
alibration tiles. An open question is to what extent nonuni-
orm image tiles would also allow to fit the ink spreading
urves.
able III. For cmyk printed calibration and test tiles, comparison of prediction accu-
acies as a function of the different calibration procedures.
Mean
E94
95%
quantile
E94
Max
E94
est set Textile
o calibration 3.07 4.62 5.87
lassical calibration 1.48 2.47 2.91
alibration set textile 1.06 2.02 2.17
alibration set fruits 1.19 2.73 3.30
est set Fruits
o calibration 2.68 4.95 5.11
lassical calibration 1.60 2.79 3.27
alibration set textile 1.46 3.00 3.29
alibration set fruits 1.15 1.83 3.77
est set 125 patches,
ith UCR
o calibration 3.55 5.71 6.74
lassical calibration 1.70 3.23 3.73
alibration set textile 1.62 3.31 5.03
alibration set fruits 1.37 2.50 3.31
est set 625 patches
o calibration 2.85 5.20 6.33
lassical calibration 1.29 2.43 3.29
alibration set textile 1.32 3.25 5.71
alibration set fruits 1.22 3.00 6.59. Imaging Sci. Technol. 030502-Since an individual image does not represent in a uni-
orm manner the colors located within the printable gamut,
ot-gain curves deduced from tiles located within such an
mage may be biased. For example, within a given color
mage, there may be only one image tile containing a suffi-
ient surface coverage of given ink. The ink spreading curves
f that ink will therefore be strongly biased by that image
ile. Future research will have to deal with the problem of
stablishing confidence criteria specifying how representative
given ink spreading curve extracted from color image tiles
s with respect to the corresponding printing process.
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